Searching for the Kitchen in the Early Roman Phase of the ‘Hellenistic’ House at Nea Paphos (Cyprus)
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Abstract: This paper presents the first preliminary study of cooking wares from the early Roman phase of destruction of the ‘Hellenistic’ House at the Nea Paphos site of Maloutena. The collection of fifteen cooking vessels was discovered in situ in room 22, between and in front of the stone blocks – most probably table supports; another two were found in room 23. The assemblage contains mostly deep, globular pots from Cyprus, but also Italian lids and an orlo bifido pan, as well as two Aegean cooking vessels (one globular pot and one baking dish). The large quantity of cooking pottery allow us to consider a kitchen function for rooms 22 and 23.
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Repeated destruction by earthquakes in ancient Nea Paphos created some well-dated closed archaeological deposits also in the residential quarter, excavated by the Polish Archaeological Mission of the University of Warsaw at Kato Paphos. Some of them were identified during archaeological investigation in the area of the ‘Hellenistic’ House (hereafter HH), situated in insula 10A’ between the north-south streets nos 10 and 9 and the east-west streets A and A’. This paper aims to present one such deposit – namely cooking vessels found in situ in rooms 22 and 23, as well as interpret the function of the rooms.

ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT

The analysed rooms are located in the western part of the HH, in a row of small cubicles (nos 20–23), north of the main hall (no. 10) and western courtyard (no. 13), with room 11 in between (Fig. 1). It is worth noting that rooms 20–23 were not situated on the edge of the building and that two rows of chambers should still be unearthed to reach the north border of the insula (so far c. two-thirds of the area occupied by the HH has been excavated).
Due to the several factors the north-western part of HH was well preserved. First of all, the second century AD earthquake rendered this area unusable, therefore it was not re-used in later times. Moreover, it was originally on a much lower level than the eastern wing of the building and therefore the Villa of Theseus, whose southern edge reached this area, did not cut the structures belonging to the ‘Hellenistic’ House.

Rooms 22 and 23 most probably functioned together as a single unit since the wall between them was hardly raised above floor level. The entrance to room 22–23 was originally located in the northern wall of room 22, but during the early Roman period the door, with a step in front of it, was no longer in use. Another doorway could have opened from room 21. The wall preserved between room 21 and 22 seems to have been rather low, enabling communication.

**The rooms**

Room 22 is 3 metres long (N – S) and 3.10 metres wide (E – W). Two large rectangular stone blocks (0.5 metres high) unearthed by the southern wall were interpreted as table supports. No remains of a tabletop were found, hence it was most likely made of wood. A clay floor was discovered 1.45m below the surface of the earthquake-related debris. The sealed deposit of fifteen cooking ware vessels (Figs 3, 5–6) was found beside the south wall, directly above the floor surface. This layer was divided into several contextual units: no. 68 (between blocks), no. 69 (directly north of the blocks), no. 70 (west of
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2. Henryk Meyza, personal communication.
3. Daszewski et al. 2010: 511, Fig. 8.
the blocks) and no. 67 (north and west of the blocks), although they formed most likely a single stratigraphic layer. Most of the artefacts came from between the presumed table supports (Fig. 2). Besides the above-mentioned cooking pots the deposit also contains a few transport amphorae (Mau 27/28, Sub-Koan, Carrot Amphora and Pompeii V types), table ware (Cypriot sigillata: forms P37 and P10; Italian sigillata: type Consp. 3; eastern sigillata A: forms 4 and 22), plain ware (two jugs and three small inturned bowls or lids), colour-coated jug, two lamps, a collection of glass vessels (mainly large bottles serving as containers, several big plates and drinking vessels), lead weights, a mirror and some native sulphur. The earliest from this assemblage are the Hellenistic colour-coated jug and the lamps, and the most recent are the Mau 27/28 and Sub-Koan amphorae, dated to the early Roman period.

Room 23, situated further to the east, was smaller than the previous one. Its fill (contexts nos 78 and 79) and the level of the floor seem to correspond to those of room 22 (both
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4 Daszewski et al. 2010: 511.
6 Hayes 1991: 32–50, Figs 17–20; Ettlinger et al. 1990: 56, Fig. 3.
8 Daszewski et al. 2010: 511; Mazanek 2014: 283.
9 Daszewski et al. 2010: 511. The lamps dated to the early-first century AD.
floors dated by the pottery to the second century AD). One broken but restorable cooking pot (Fig. 4:8) was found in a layer of early Roman debris, just like one intact pot (Fig. 4:9) set into the clay floor. The last mentioned pot could belong to the same period as the vessels from room 22; its function was, however, different. It may have been used as a container for rubbish or water drained from the floor after cleaning of the chamber.

Large quantity of cooking ware vessels indicates kitchen or pantry function of the room. However, there were no remains of a hearth or oven in room 22–23, which could serve to prepare food. Since the floor in room 22 (context no. 82) yielded a large amount of charcoal, it may have been furnished with portable braziers, grates or supports made of clay or metal, which were fuelled with kindling or charcoal. Such equipment were commonly used by Greeks and Romans, but no remains of them were found in room 22–23 as well.

A close parallel corroborating identification of room 22–23 as a kitchen can be found not in the nearby House of Dionysos, or on Cyprus, but at Knossos. A unit of three small rooms (with a floor dating to the Neronian period) was discovered in the East House at the site. It served the combined function of storage and preparation of food. Several amphorae and cooking pots were found there in rooms I and III. Room II did not contain any storage facilities, but a hearth and ash deposit. Originally, these three rooms created a single functional unit and only in a later phase was the door between rooms I and II walled up, presumably to protect the contents of the store. The most significant difference between the complex from the East House at Knossos and room 22–23 of the ‘Hellenistic’ House at Nea Paphos is that in the latter example no clear evidence of cooking activity was observed.

COOKING WARES

Cooking ware is defined as pottery used for actual cooking. Three interrelated criteria – function, form and material – determine the classification of a vessel.

To define the function one needs to analyse the archaeological context as well as signs of use visible on the surface of the pottery (for example burning or sooting from the hearth). In this context it is important to underline that about half of the vessels presented in the catalogue have more or less blackened walls and/or bottoms.

As for the form of the vessels, the presented assemblage is specific, since it is only a part of set of the kitchen utensils used for cooking. It contains thirteen deep, narrow-mouthed globular pots, two flat baking dishes (or pans) and two lids. Although two casserole were found in the layers belonging to the deposit as well, their fragmentary state of preservation suggests that they are residual sherds, not part of a set of vessels destroyed by the earthquake.

10 After E. Papuci-Władyka, E. Marzec, unpublished field documentation.
12 Daszewski et al. 2010: 513.
13 Ault 2015: 209.
14 Sackett, Jones 1992: 34, Pl. 16(b).
Deep, narrow-mouthed globular pots were the most popular vessels used for cooking throughout the eastern Mediterranean. They were best suited for preparing dishes that required slow cooking without a significant loss of water, such as soups or legumes. Casseroles, on the other hand, with their open mouths and wide bodies, probably served to boil or stew meat, fish or large vegetables. In contrast to the deep pots, they were present in significant numbers only at Greek settlement sites. In the area of Polish excavations at Nea Paphos in most of the contexts casseroles were equally numerous, if not more frequent than the deep, narrow-mouthed pots.

Pots from room 22–23 represent a few different fabrics, not only from Cyprus but also imports from Asia Minor, the Aegean region and Italy. Still, all these fabrics have features specific for cooking wares.

As is well known, reaction to thermal changes is an important factor for cooking ceramic containers. Thermal stress is one of the reactions of ceramics, induced by sudden temperature change. Stresses are caused by differential thermal expansion, but they may be even more severe in the process of cooling. Thermal shock was reduced by decreasing wall thickness and by modifying the pot shape to eliminate angles, but the composition, particularly inclusions in or added to clay, were of greatest importance. During the Roman period cooking pots were made in specialised fabrics with a high percentage of relatively coarse temper. The fabrics are often sandy and rich in quartz. Clay temper may have also included grog, calcite, crushed burned shell, zircon, rutile, feldspar, augite and hornblende.

**Cypriot cooking ware**

Twelve intact and broken but restorable deep globular pots found in room 22–23 most probably represent local Paphian production (Figs 3–5). The fabric is described as hard, well-fired, reddish-brown in colour, non-micaceous, but with small white inclusions, most probably limestone. All examples had thin, non-ribbed, walls and sloping rims, as well as a ‘ledge’ on the inner side of the neck, to support a lid, more or less strongly delineated. A coarsening in the form of cusps of clay, which may have served an anti-slip function, appeared on most vessels, on the outside of the bottom.

Usually the assemblage of early Roman Cypriot cooking ware includes wide-mouthed, shallow casseroles, narrow-mouthed deep pots – usually small and one-handed, jugs with a concave bottom, and lids. It seems that Cypriot workshops did not produce flat-based pans, but demand for this type of vessel was covered by Asia Minor imports. Apart from the slight coarsening on the bottom, the outside surface of early Roman cooking pots is
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16 Personal observation made during 2010–2016 campaigns.
17 Winther-Jacobsen 2010: 51.
usually plain and well-finished, especially in comparison to the rather rough surface of Hellenistic vessels.

Based on the number and shape of handles and the capacity of the vessels, pots from room 22–23 can be divided into two basic groups. Nine examples featured one vertical handle (Figs 3:1–7, 4:8–9), while the remaining three had two handles, also vertical (Fig. 5:10–12).

Among one-handled pots two main types can be distinguished, on the basis of rim and handle shape. Eight examples, representing the first type, were characterised by their small capacity, 1 liter on average (0.8 to 1.3 liter), a not-too-large, bulging belly and a simple rim outcurved or thickened at the lip. The handles were solid, with a single groove in the middle (except for the oval-sectioned handle of pot no. 5), which is typical not only for small narrow-mouthed pots, but also for shallow casseroles of the early Roman period. In the House of Dionysos, this type of cooking pot is dated contextually from the late first/early-second to second century AD. The only pot (no. 9) belonging to the second type, with a more developed shape of the rim and a strap handle bearing two grooves was much bigger (c. 3 liters of capacity). The strap handle with two or three grooves is characteristic only for this type of deep globular pots and for cooking ware jugs. Although the pot was found not on the floor or in the rubble fill, but set into the floor, it can be dated to the early Roman period.20 It is likely that this type of pot, often also two-handled, came from a different workshop than the other described vessels.

The two-handled deep globular pots (Fig. 5:10–12) were slightly larger and more squat (from 1.9 to 3 liters capacity) with a short neck and sloping rim. We can distinguish two types on the basis of rim shape: with plain rim and with a rim flattened from the top and incurved at the lip. Both can be dated to the early Roman period.21

AEGEAN COOKING WARE

Aegean cooking ware were extremely popular in Greece, in western Asia Minor, in the Adriatic basin and throughout the Eastern Mediterranean, during the second and third centuries AD. They were present less frequently in Cyprus – as we can see in the example of material from Nea Paphos – and on the Levantine coast.22 Finds from underwater excavations of shipwrecks have confirmed that this category of vessels was transported as cargo, for example, together with Asia Minor eastern sigillata B.23

During excavations in the Athenian Agora two types of deep cooking pots, casseroles with carination on the body and trefoil jugs were identified as the main shapes of Aegean

20 Hayes 1991: 81, 83, Figs 31:1, 3; 34:10, 11. According to J.W. Hayes, this shape belongs to the early Roman series and is present on the site since Augustan times (or somewhat earlier).
cooking ware.\textsuperscript{24} G. Lüdorf in her typology of the Roman and the early Byzantine pottery from western Asia Minor classified five different shapes of casseroles and six of deep pots of Aegean cookware,\textsuperscript{25} whereas four basic forms of deep pots of Aegean cooking ware were distinguished in the ceramic material from the destruction layers at the Villa Dionysos at Knossos, dating to the second and third centuries AD.

Only one of the deep pots from the room 22 (Fig. 6:13) should be considered as an Aegean import. A light, orange-pink fabric with traces of mica, the outside surface fired to smoky-grey (except for the bottom), wide, flat rim, two small handles and shallow grooves on the belly point to the origin of the vessel.\textsuperscript{26} The same coarsening, as was observed on Cypriot pots, in the form of cusps of clay, appeared on the outside of the bottom.

The Aegean cooking pot from room 22 of HH, should be classified as Knossos type 2 or Lüdorf type T I/1 (\textit{Kochtopftypus} T I/1).\textsuperscript{27} Deep globular pots of this type, as well as shallow casseroles and jugs with a trefoil rim, made of the same micaceous fabric, were present in most of the early Roman contexts in the area of the Polish excavations, although in the relatively small quantities.\textsuperscript{28} The small number of the Aegean deep pots and casseroles coming from the Polish excavations in the Maloutena area and Cypriot excavations at the House of Dionysos (Nea Paphos)\textsuperscript{29} in comparison to the Villa Dionysos at Knossos, where they practically replaced local products, suggests that there was no organised importation of the ware as a plain cooking utensil. Aegean pots possibly served as containers for valuable goods rather than vessels intended for cooking.

The thick-walled dish (Fig. 6:14), found almost intact close to the supports of the table, also belonged to Aegean cooking ware. The ware is characterised by very coarse fabric with sandy and crystalline inclusions, as well as flecks of mica. These types of vessels – heavy, flat-bottomed with short simple walls, usually with one tubular handle – probably functioned as baking dishes.\textsuperscript{30} The inner surface of the vessel is covered with a thin, light red or orange slip, powdery to the touch, which may have prevented food from sticking to the surface. The bottom is coarsened on the outside, sometimes additionally finished with grains of sand stuck on the surface (sanded).

Examples of such vessels come from Athenian Agora, from layers dating to the first half of the first century AD.\textsuperscript{31} On the basis of Lüdorf’s typology, the discussed baking dish should be classified as type P I/1 (\textit{Pfannentypus} PI/1), dating to the first century AD.\textsuperscript{32}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{24} Robinson 1959: 53–56, Pls 11, 72.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Lüdorf 2006: 43–51, Figs 5–12.
\item \textsuperscript{26} Robinson 1959: 53–56, Pls 11, 72; Hayes 1983: 123.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Hayes 1983: 105, Fig. 5:58–59; Lüdorf 2006: 47, Fig. 7:T7, Pl. 3.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Personal observation made during 2010–2016 campaigns.
\item \textsuperscript{29} Hayes 1991: 80.
\item \textsuperscript{30} Berlin 1993: 43.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Robinson 1959: 33, G113–115, Pls 7 and 72.
\item \textsuperscript{32} Lüdorf 2006: 41–42, Fig. 1:P6, Pl. 1.
\end{itemize}
Scholars have suggested Phocaea in western Asia Minor and, perhaps, the Thracian coast, as the production centre of Aegean baking dishes.\textsuperscript{33}

**Italian cooking ware**

Among other imported cooking ware vessels attested in HH – in a small but constant number – one should enumerate Italian imports of pans and lids, namely Pompeian red ware and, related with it, an *orlo bifido* class.\textsuperscript{34} In material from room 22–23, Italian products are represented by at least two vessels: a large version of an *orlo bifido* pan (Fig. 6:17) and a wide-mouthed lid (Fig. 6:16). The fabric of both vessels is very similar, close to the first two fabrics described by Peacock in his monograph. These fabrics stand out by their ‘black sand’ inclusions, identified as volcanic.\textsuperscript{35} The form of the above-mentioned lid is well attested in the repertoire of Pompeian red ware as defined by Goudineau, as well as among Italian cooking ware from the House of Dionysos (Nea Paphos).\textsuperscript{36} The Pompeian red ware and an *orlo bifido* pans, with a flat bottom and narrow groove on the rim to support a lid, are well known from early Roman sites throughout Italy and Europe. The most probable place of their manufacture is Campania.

The origin of the second lid (Fig. 6:15) found in the deposit remains unidentified, although it is certain that it was imported. The shape of the vessel, featuring a plain rim and small ring knob, suggested an Italian workshops. However, a rather fine, pinkish fabric with small white and red inclusions seems to correspond to African products. The closest analogy for the form comes from V. Di Giovanni’s typology of Roman period kitchen pottery from Campania (type 2421c and 2421d).\textsuperscript{37}

**Conclusions**

The analysed part of HH (room 22–23) functioned as a storage room closely related to the kitchen facilities. Although it produced a large number of cooking vessels, it is not clear whether these rooms served also as a cooking area, since neither any traces of a fixed hearth nor fragments of braziers were found there. Possibly, the kitchen proper in the early Roman period was located further to the north. The composition of the vessels’ assemblage seems to corroborate this hypothesis, since it represents only a part of the standard set of ancient kitchen utensils. The absent large pots and in particular casseroles – a very common shape at Nea Paphos in the early Roman contexts – could have been stored in other parts of this kitchen complex. However, this hypothesis could be verified

\textsuperscript{34} Personal observation made during 2010–2016 campaigns.
\textsuperscript{35} Peacock 1977: 146, 149–154.
\textsuperscript{36} Goudineau 1970: 168, Pl. II:18; Hayes 1991: 79, Fig. 27:6.
\textsuperscript{37} Di Giovanni 1996: 97–99, Fig. 25; compare: Hayes 2009: 9, 17, Fig. 16:75. An example from Castelporziano excavations belongs to an African Black-Top lid. Context dated do mid-first century AD; Hayes 1972: 205–207, Fig. 36 top, ARS Form 192.
only through further excavations. Even though the function of room 22–23 is elusive, the well-dated, undisturbed deposit of vessels found there remains important for studies of locally-made Cypriot cooking ware.
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CATALOGUE


4. Cooking pot, narrow-mouthed, plain slopping rim, triangular at the lip, centrally grooved handle, conical bottom, thin-walled. Rim d.: 10cm, h.: 12cm. Fine, fragile reddish-brown fabric (surface 2.5YR 5/6, section 2.5YR 4/6), some white inclusions. Blackened bottom and lower part of the handle. Preservation: found in pieces, almost complete, missing body fragment and upper part of the handle. Analogies: Hayes 1991: Fig. 35:4.


7. Cooking pot, narrow-mouthed, plain slopping rim, outcurved at the lip, centrally grooved handle, thin-walled. Rim d.: 11.5cm, h.: 13cm. Fine, light reddish-brown fabric (surface 2.5YR 5/6 – 4/6, section 2.5YR 5/8), some small white inclusions. Some blackening on the bottom. Preservation: found in pieces, almost complete, missing body fragment. Analogies: Hayes 1991: Fig. 36:2.
3. One-handed Cypriot cooking pots from room 22 (Drawing: M. Więch (nos 2, 4–7), M. Droste (nos 1, 3); digitizing: M. Więch).

4. One-handed Cypriot cooking pots from room 23 (Drawing: M. Więch (no. 8), M. Droste (no. 9), digitizing: M. Więch).
10. Cooking pot, narrow-mouthed, plain slopping rim, flattened at the lip, oval-sectioned looped handles, low-bellied form with flattened bottom, very thin-walled (from 0.15cm). Rim d.: 12.8cm, h.: 14.5cm. Well-fired fabric (section 2.5YR 4/8), dark grey (except the bottom) outside surface (5YR 4/1–3/1). Some blackening on the bottom. Preservation: found in pieces, complete profile, missing fragments of the rim and the body. Analogies: Hayes 1991: 82–83, Fig. 30:5 (example from the House of Dionysos has three grooves on the upper part of the body; non-Paphian origin was suggested).


12. Cooking pot, narrow-mouthed, plain slopping rim, rounded at the lip, massive looped handles round in section, deep, thick-walled. Rim d.: 11.6cm, h.: 14cm. Fine fabric, small white inclusions. One part of the body is fired reddish-brown (surface 2.5YR 5/6) and the other dark grey. No signs of use. Preservation: found intact. Analogies: no direct parallels.
5. Two-handed Cypriot cooking pots from room 22 (Drawing and digitizing: M. Więch).


15. Baking lid, plain rim, rounded at the lip, slopping walls. Rim d.: 24.6cm, h.: 3.5cm. Fine, pinkish fabric (surface and section 5YR 6/6) with some white inclusions, rim fired dark grey. Preservation: found in pieces, missing fragment of the rim and the body. Analogies: Di Giovanni 1996: 97–99, Fig. 25; Hayes 1991: Fig. 44:22; 2009: 9, 17, Fig. 16:75; 1972: 205–207, Fig. 36 top, ARS Form 192.


17. *Orlo bifido* dish, wide-mouthed, short, gently curved walls, flat bottom, no handles. Narrow groove for a lid on the rim interior. Rim d.: 42cm, h.: 8cm. Bright orange-red fabric (inner surface and section 2.5YR 6/8), compact, typical Campanian ‘black sand’ inclusions (Peacock fabric 1). Self-slip on the inside. The outer surface fired to smoky-grey (10YR 4/1). No traces of use in fire. Preservation: found in pieces in several contexts (nos 46, 74, 68), missing fragment of the rim, body and central part of the bottom. Analogies: Peacock 1977: 146, 149–154; Hayes 1983: 78, Fig. 27:9; 1991: 79, Fig. 27:8–9.
6. Aegean (nos 13–14) and Italian (nos 15–17) cooking ware vessels from room 22 (Drawing: M. Więch (nos 13–15, 17), K. Kapiec (no. 16); digitizing: M. Więch).
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